OpenSourceCMS type demo to test/develop and show off profiles

Status
● Open

Subject
OpenSourceCMS type demo to test/develop and show off profiles

Version
2.x

Category
- Feature request
- Community projects
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site

Feature
Installer (profiles, upgrades and server-related issues)
Profile Manager
Infrastructure
TRIM

Resolution status
Partially solved

Submitted by
Marc Laporte

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0)

Description
We are documenting some Use Cases which will become profiles. To be able to developer/test/improve these profiles, we would need a site like Open Source CMS but for all profiles. This site only shows one profile.

These 20+ demo sites would provide admin access to easily test any profile. It would encourage people to generate and improve various profiles as well.

Related:
Profile Manager
TRIM
Easy to solve?

Priority

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk

Ticket ID
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LastModif
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Comments

Marc Laporte 19 Oct 18 13:58 GMT-0000

TRIM can apply profiles: https://doc.tiki.org/TRIM#make_profile

Now, we need to automate this. Rebuild Tiki from scratch daily and apply these profiles.

And ideally apply some tests so we are alerted when something breaks

luciash d' being 22 Oct 18 19:28 GMT-0000

Put it in a daily cron?

*php* console.php d:i --force; *php* console.php p:a
*TheseProfiles*; *php* console.php i:r; *php* console.php c:c

Attachments